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Introduction

Weaving is the process of interlacing and joining diﬀerent types of threads to create
fabric. It is an unsteady motion of going back and forth, with a rhythm of its own.
It involves an understanding of colour and texture of threads and a sense of pattern
and design. The method in which the threads are woven, aﬀects the character of
fabric. It is not about following a technique or pattern in a mechanical way, it involves
thinking and creativity, there is room for improvisation and experimentation. It
needs concentration and patience. The outcomes may have uneven edges and rough
patches, not everything is perfect. Yet it leads to creation of something new. Weaving is both an act and an art.
Ankur’s work is like weaving…
The children and young people (the practitioners) come to collective with their stories, thoughts, ideas imaginations, curiosities. The listening, speaking, writing and
reading practices and theme based explorations at the collective create contexts for
these stories and thoughts to emerge and come together in the learning process.
Themes elicit several shades of their experiences in family, locality, school, city and
society. Themes are neither ﬁxed nor are they strictly structured, new themes continue to emerge from new contexts and conversations.
They are engaged in weaving stories – they pick up threads from their lives and surroundings and create stories by integrating characters, dialogues and narratives. The
process of writing includes raw, spontaneous expressions as well as thoughtful articulation. It takes shape in collaboration with their peers. The unfolding of their
creativity in diﬀerent forms brings joy to them and adds to their conﬁdence. They
emerge as eloquent observers and writers of their life and contexts. Their stories
live on and create space for diﬀerent kinds of stories in the world. The practitioners
are like knowledge weavers and not knowledge accumulators. Each practitioner contributes to the knowledge being created at the collective. This is knowledge that is
dynamic, complex and nuanced.
The community is full of diversities. The inhabitants have their individual trajectories.
There are diﬀerences amongst generations, men and women, people of diﬀerent
faith, caste or region, old and new residents, landlords and tenants. There are friendships, closeness and networks as well. The community engagements of Ankur together with the practitioners of collectives, create contexts for people to come
together to share their trajectories, talk about their experiences, memories, struggles, successes, lessons, hopes, challenges, dreams and aspirations. The dialogues
connect their past, present and future. They help them discover their creativity and
resourcefulness. Their diﬀerent iterations and reﬂections help them evolve a relatively composite understanding and articulate and communicate their voices.
Ankur is involved in interactions with various educational institutions and organisations. Each has its own context, trajectory, character and strength. So, there are
likely to be diﬀerences in approaches, vocabulary and idiom. Yet there is also a

shared intent of working with children, young people and the communities from
marginalised backgrounds. In some cases the approaches may be in tandem and in
others there may be major diﬀerences. So, in some collaborations the blending is
easier and in others it there are hitches. Yet there is always the possibility of merging
and bringing a positive change in the lives of children, young people and their communities.
The year 2017-18 in Ankur’s journey was marked by deepening of pedagogical practice; generation of more and more voices of children and young people on urban
margins; circulation of their voices in a spectrum of publications and platforms;
strengthening of collaborations with schools and university departments; and forging new partnerships with organisations working with children and youth Madrasa,
Shelter for homeless, Children’s home for boys, Ladli foundation, Institution for the
blind). Ankur’s work has been to bring together the perspectives of children/young
people; children and their families; the community and the school; margins and the
administration; Ankur and its various collaborators.
In the process of weaving these strands of diﬀerent shades and textures, are emerging interesting and intricate patterns of thought and practice. We continue to weave
as we go along…

Children’s Program
6-14 Years
The children‘s program enables children to express themselves, explore their surroundings and co-create knowledge.
They engage in listening, speaking, writing, reading practices and research, drawing on the locality as a learning resource.

Learning Collective
6-10 Years
Learning collective celebrates the spirit of wonder and curiosity of young children, and invites them to share their stories in relation to text books, story books, films etc.
Children of this age are very fond of stories and stories
can play an important role in their learning. To sustain
their interest in stories for a length of time, they were
asked to share the kind of stories that fascinate them.
They mentioned stories about kings and queens,
ghosts, and fairies, animals and flowers, friendships,
magic etc. Keeping in mind their preferences, stories
were narrated to them.
In some sessions, stories were narrated without titles.
They were later asked to give titles to each story. In
this process multiple titles came for a particular story,
reasons behind the titles, and each one’s own understanding of the story.
Usually stories that children have heard or read begin
with the line ‘once upon a time...’ using this line practitioners narrated stories from their life. They created stories around words such as ‘clouds’, ‘books’, ‘mela’ and
illustrated them. They wrote from imagination on themes such as ‘if I were flying a cycle´, ‘a walkie talkie doll´,
‘shoes that speak´, ‘trees at school´, ‘if there was no one

in the basti etc.´ They read out their stories in the open
environs of the city forest, colloquially called Jungle Park.
This became a practice in reading aloud, for they had to
read in the background of various sounds in the jungle,
and without any mike.
They shared new-stories from their homes, lanes, school
and locality. They kept their ears and eyes open, and
were alert to new happenings.
They read stories and poems of the language textbook
and related them to their experiences. For example,
after reading the story ‘Madad karne wali ladki’ (a girl
who helps), they wrote about characters in their neighborhood, who are helpful. Poems such as uljhan(dilemma), koi lake mujhe de (someone should bring for
me), mahir (expert) became take off points to discuss
their aspirations, wishes and what they think they are
expert in. Their collective articulations were transformed
into poems and stories.
Themes are undertaken to stimulate conversations,
generate plural responses and produce collective articulation. Some of the themes that were taken up Bahane (Excuses) They spoke of excuses they make with
their father, mother, friend, teacher and on what pretexts. They made story boards around these situations.
Kaun kya sikhata hei (Who teaches me what) They spelt
what they learn from their father, mother, sister and
brother. They listed the jobs their parents are engaged
in and visited a few parents at their worksites to observe
and learn about their work.
TV aur hum (TV and us) They spoke about the programs
they watch on television and when they get distracted
or fed up of watching television.
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Khaas cheezein (Special things) They brought things
from home that they consider special, and shared the
stories behind them. Most of them were gift items, received from parents, grandparents, friends, siblings and
cousins. The gifts were given for doing well in school, on
birthdays, festivals and during visits. The children vividly
remembered the stories and the exact words that were
spoken to them. An exhibition of these gifts and the
write ups of children, titled nishaniyan (tokens) was put
up in the lane outside the centre.
Ladki boli kya – garv se, dar se, soch ke (What did a girl
say – with pride, with fear, with assertion and with
thought) The discussion brought out the ways in which
girls see their achievements, their hesitations, issues on
which they assert and their concerns. Some of their questions were – ‘why can’t I play like my brother?´, ‘why
do people make fun of my name?´ ‘why should I only
take care of the younger siblings?´ ‘why can’t my birthday be celebrated in the same way as my brother’s?´
Khelna hamara kaam hai (Our work is play) Play being
central to their lives, was a topic of animated discussions. The topics included - ‘making friends´, ‘injuries at
play´, ‘excuses parents make to prevent them for playing‘, ‘losing or winning a game´, ‘fights in play´´spaces
for play’, ‘play objects or games using discarded stuff’.
They collected play ditties from adults and children in
the locality, wrote them down, learnt to sing them, and
got to know and play new games.
Satrah ki garmi, satrah ki sardi (Summer of 17, winter
of ’17) They made word maps, shared stories and
made story boards around what they love and hate
about summer. They discussed how winter affects
their daily life and made poems on winter mornings,
evenings and nights.
Aaspaas ke bazaar (Markets around us) Young children
are very resourceful, they know where to find something

in the market, be it the goodies they relish or things needed for the household. The theme gave them a chance
to look carefully at the different types of markets around
them - the roadside market, the weekly bazaar, shops
in the blocks. They visited hardware shop, mobile store,
fish stall etc and noted the objects and materials, items
for sale and the conversations between vendors and
customers. They made a list of pheriwalas who roam
in their locality – the bangle-seller, the gas repairer, the
quilt seller etc. and spoke about the atmosphere when
they visit.
Mohalle mei paani (Water in their locality) They observed the different types of containers used and the
scenes when the water tanker comes. They spoke to
children and adults to find out how their routines were
dependent on the arrival of water tanker, the problems with water from the tanker, the sicknesses caused by the water, when they are forced to buy water
from the water kiosk and the situation of water during
different seasons.
Paryavaran (Environment) Children were affected
when their schools were closed down on account of
severe pollution in city. They had to remain confined
to their homes and could not play. They wrote these
experiences in the form of a letter to a friend. These
letters were also read out to their families. They
brought plants for their centre. They visited the
neighbourhood park and walked barefeet on the
grass, looking at the colourful flowers and different
types of trees. The mothers who accompanied them
spoke to the children about the importance of plants
in life and the need to take care of them.
They saw the film Poorna that shows how a village girl
accomplishes the feat of climbing a huge mountain.
After watching the film they narrated the story and
made storyboards. They discussed what they have
been able to accomplish through their efforts.
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The image of a girl flying a kite is symbolic of girls redefining their roles, pushing boundaries. After making
colorful kites the girls went to the park to fly them. Taking help from each other they sent the kites to the skies.
They spoke about their dreams and aspirations like studying further, learning English, becoming a dancer.
For exams, they prepared in the company of their peers
that helped reduce their fears and anxieties.In small
groups, they read the lessons, identified answers to the
questions and thought of clues that could help them remember the answers. If they did not understand a particular portion or lesson they sought each other’s help
or asked the facilitator. They practiced narrating text
book stories, orally or by reading from the text-book so
that they could narrate them in the locality. The excercise helped them become thorough with the content of
the stories. It helped other children of the locality too in
gearing up for their exams.
The children discussed what they liked at the centre.
Their responses included – drawing pictures, playing
with friends, telling stories, going out, eating together,
helping their friends in an activity, writing on their own,
reading their own pieces, celebrating festivals etc. Their
responses written on small cards were decorated on a
wooden ladder.

Club
10-14 years
The club gives an open floor to children to express and explore their experiences, dilemmas and dreams. It facilitates
their explorations and research of different facets of life in
their locality.
Practitioners spoke about their fears and excitements
about going to a new class, routine during summer va-

cations, memorable incidents. They expanded these
narrations and transformed them into stories. They
wrote imaginative texts on topics such as ‘I am the
wall of our house in the village’, ‘a platform at the railway station’, ‘my journey as a book’. Such themes
allow their imagination to meander freely, to enter
new worlds, and draw upon their observations of the
world. They clicked photographs in the locality and interpreted the atmosphere, expressions and situations
in the photographs.
The practitioners explored various themes, through
their writing and research Maa ki dincharya aur kaam (Mother’s routine and work)
They spoke and wrote about mothers’ routine from
morning till night; the many tasks that the mother does
and which are not paid for; how are these tasks done
when the mother is sick; works that other family members can share with her to reduce her work load; and how
they themselves can do some of their work rather than
depending on their mothers; what could be an off day for
a mother look like. They realized that mothers’ hands are
full with hardly any time for rest and leisure. They felt that
everyone needs to contribute to the work at home.
Bemel Dosti (Mismatched friendship) Children at this
age do not bother about differences while making
friends but they receive disapproving messages from
their environs. Practitioners wrote stories about
friends who differ from them in certain ways, but with
whom they share a closed bond. They discussed the
kind of reactions they receive from family, neighbors
and peers on their friendship, and how that impacts
them. They examined the basis of such reactions to
differences.
School se doori (The distancing from school) They spoke
to girls who were pulled out from school to take care of
the household, and to boys who left school to enter the
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world of work. The conversations were about the specific reasons for leaving school, ways in which they spend
their time, their feelings about not going to school, and
how do they see their lives in comparison to their school
going peers.
Apmaanit bachpan (Humiliated childhood) They discussed what humiliation means to them – being beaten in front of friends, being taunted, being thrown
out, being suspected without any fault, being ridiculed
etc. They shared their experiences at home, in school
and in the community when they felt humiliated. The
school emerged as a space where children feel most
humiliated.
Koi ghar akela nahi hota’ (No house is alone) The
theme was taken up to communicate how a house is
linked to its surroundings and is not an isolated entity.
They shared how walls, staircase, varandah, terrace
etc. connect them to their neighbours and lanes.
Meri gully (My lane) They wrote about significant personalities, major episodes, visitors to the lane, the shops
and shacks and the atmosphere during different times
of the day.
Haftai bazaar (Weekly market) They wrote about its uniqueness, the different stalls, bargaining between the
vendors and the customers.
Kam amadani mein jeena (Living within limited means)
They explored how people in their neighborhood reuse
old things such as clothes, shoes, utensils. A woman narrated how she created a durry from old clothes, and her
memories related to old clothes. They discovered how
people made the best use of available resources, reused
and recycled many things and avoided any waste. The
realised that the attitude of living within means is ingrained in their families and neighborhoods.

Bin paise ka len-den (Exchange without money) They
spoke about transactions with their neighbours that do
not involved any money. For example, asking a neighbor
for sugar to make tea, borrowing a dress from a friend
to wear at a wedding, cooking in the neighbor’s house
when the gas cylinder was empty. The discussion
brought out how people bond in the community and
help each other in varied situations without any financial
expectation.
Afwaah (Rumors) Every now and then rumors are
spread in the locality, causing anxiety and fear amongst
the residents. Two documentaries related to rumors
were shown to the practitioners. They discussed how
rumors spread, their effects on society, the role of
media, administration and police in handling rumors.
They critically examined a few rumors that circulated in
the locality and made stories around them.
Hamari hawa bimar hei aur aapki? (Our air is sick and
yours?) The practitioners continued their dialogue on
the issue of air pollution. They wore masks and moved
around the neighbourhood and spoke to pedestrians,
shopkeepers, footpath vendors, stall owners at weekly
market etc. They found out about their health problems and asked how they were linked to the air they
breathe. They distributed masks to people and asked
them if they felt any better using the masks. They requested people not to burn garbage, especially near
the drains. They clicked photographs, wrote texts and
put up a small exhibition.
Yahan se shehr ko dekhen (See the city from here) A
telescope was put up in different locations from where
people were asked to look at their surroundings. They
could see the gas coming out of a big chimney of a
factory, the burning of garbage at the landfill, trucks
moving towards the landfill to deposit garbage, vultures hovering in the sky. It helped people to see how
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the polluted air they experience is linked to their surroundings.
The practice ‘the shade of books’ was to encourage the
practitioners to become aware and critical readers. They
read many stories and tried to understand their nuances
and contexts woven in and reviewed what they read.
They explored the genre of satire, through reading of
satirical texts and wrote synopsis of the texts.

Library

through them discussed issues related to pollution levels in the city, schools and education, violence against
women etc. They discussed how these issues affect or
are reflected in their neighborhood. They read the editorial page of the newspaper and discussed its topics
and comments.
They discussed differents types of readers – the one
who reads for fun, alert reader who gives new dimension to a text, reviewer who assesses the text and the
learned reader who not just reads but writes new
texts. The practitioners realised that there are different levels of engaging with the materials they read.

10-14 Years
The library enables children to discover the world of book
and nurtures them to become active readers and writers.
The new practititioners of the library spoke about the
kind of stories and materials that excite them and explored the different types of materials in the library. They
selected streets in their neighborhood and took up corners to read stories. Reading in the open, helped them
gain confidence, and enhanced their reading skills. They
wrote observation accounts, drawing upon all their senses, a practice that could help them get into writing. The
older practitioners shared with the newer practitioners
the material they had read at the library, the themes
they had written on, their texts that had been published
and referred to on facebook.
They collectively created stories; built stories around
a sentence; visualized incidents and transformed them
into stories; imagined new characters in the storythey
read and changed them; thought about possible titles
of stories they read.
In small groups, they read the newspaper. They would
pick up some word, and then search it in various columns.
They picked up news items that caught their attention and

They had dialogues with a resource person to understand ways of engaging with reading resources and
deepening their writing practice. They identified key
objects, characters, situations and emotions in stories
to understad better the elements of a story.
They explored various theme such as Kooda aur kooda beenne wale (Garbage and its collectors) The smells of garbage for many are repulsive but
there are those who spend a large part of their day in
sifting through the garbage dump and for whom the
smell is part of their everyday routine. The practitioners
wrote about ‘garbage dump‘ as a source of livelihood
for the kabadiwala and sanitation workers, the gap between government promises and ground realities and
the contrasting ways in which people relate to the garbage dump.
Mohalle mein paani (Water in their neighborhood) In
collaboration with Ms Mona Das, Department of Political Science, Satyawati College, Delhi University. They
held indepth conversations with the people of the locality. Ms Das felt that their way of interviewing was
more like a coversation amongst co-inhabitants. It was
unlike the way interviews are done by official surveyors and academic researchers.
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Smart shehr (Smart city) They took up this theme in collaboration with Phd scholar. Each week they wrote
about a particular dimension of the theme, and discussed it at the weekly meeting. A book titled, ‘Smart Mohalla’ - bante hue mohalle ke bante hue lekhakon ki
kahaniyan (stories of emerging writers of a neighborhood in making) was brought out .
The practitioners joined in the sessions of two groups of
past practitioners of library. One group is interested in
poetry and the other in plays and street theatre. Both the
groups evolve original content, practise and share it in
their communities and elsewhere.
The practitioners had interactions with classical musicians in the neighborhood, who run a music and dance
academy. The relationship between writing and music
was discussed, as lyrics are the basis for musical compositions. Some practitioners wrote lyrics that were set
to music.
They had interactions with individuals who are pursuing higher studies at the university and are involved
in community initiatives. There were discussions about
how the neighborhood and the people are evolving,
and how the youth in particular are adapting to
changing times.

Special Events in Children's Programme
The event Khel zaari hei (the play continues) marked on
the World Play Day (May 28). Children from the centres
as well as the community participated in the event. Children chose places that were relatively safe to play,
cleaned the grounds and created tools related to their
favorite sports. Some of the practitioners recorded the
process of making safe play spaces and designing the
tools for play.
Another event held was the kalpana khel dangal (imagination-play) event - The idea was that children find opportunities for free, spontaneous play using their
imagination and ‘props’ from their surroundings. They
collected discarded things from their homes, neighbors,
grocery stores, junk dealers etc. The items included tubs,
tires, cardboard, old telephones, wires, match boxes and
newspapers. Using them as props, they created their
own games and thoroughly enjoyed themselves.
A workshop Apni Kalam se – Chitra bhi, Kahani bhi (From
my pen – pictures as well as stories) was held with children of Ankur collectives, in the age-group of 8 to 14
years in collaboration with a professional artist. The
children wrote stories and illustrated them. They learnt
about visualization and picture making.

Youth Program
14-24 years
The youth program builds a culture a sharing and
listening amongst youth. It enhances processes of
self-learning and opens up possibilities for better futures.

Young Women’s Collective
14-24 years
The program helps young women generate accounts of self and contexts and facilitates exporation of gender. It also helps them explore
alternatives for future.
Adolescence is the age when young women are confronted with responsibilities of upcoming adult hood.
Young women try and take some time out from their
studies and responsibilities at home to come to the collective. This is the time that belongs to them.
Through word-maps there were discussions about their
everyday life, situations they encounte, restrictions imposed on them, comments and traditions that prevent
them from moving ahead in life, individuals who are encouraging. There was a discussion about who they
thought was a smart girl – someone who is educated,
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who takes up a job, who can speak for herself, who can
ride a scooter.
They spoke about moments at school that made them
feel like leaving school. For instance when the teacher
threatens them of failing them or not letting them sit in
exam; a male teacher’s inappropriate behavior; bullying
at school; teachers’ caustic remarks such as ‘you need
not study, you are only going to cook and wash utensils’.
They wrote texts on themes such as ‘men who take sides
with women’, ‘traveling or going out alone’, ‘naughty
woman’, memories and conversations with a lost parent
or mother.
Some of them went and observed a junk dealer’s shop
and found out about the exchanges in kind that take
place there. They ventured out to a nearby market and
wrote observation accounts of different shops, undettered by the curious glances they attracted. The practitioners felt that seeing the world around opens up new
possiblities of writing. They leant about what goes into
the making of a film. They leant how to create the
frames, edit the shot, insert sound and music in the clip.
A three-day film festival was held for which they created a dark room at the centre. They saw films such
as ‘Queen’, ‘Highway’, ‘Kahaani’ and discussions were
held over issues like incidents of rape and assault, how
they are handle within the family, who do affected
girls or women confide in, what are the kinds of reactions they receive etc.
A musical event was held where Vipul Rikhi, a wellknown Sufi singer sang the verses of Kabir, a 15th-century Indian mystic poet and saint. The singing was
followed by discussions on theme of Love – different
objects and myriad expressions of love, and how love
transcends many barriers and boundaries.

Themes of exploration and research included:
Garmi tourism (Summer tourism) Young women
shared their memories of going out in summer vacation with family. They had a goldfish memory of these
rare times. They wrote about how the rising waves of
the sea and the mountain journeys fascinated them.
They spoke about the moments they specially enjoyed
with their families and the moments when they felt
restricted in the company of their families.
Mobile/whatsapp/facebook They narrated stories
about stealing moments to chat with friends, being
caught by their parents while on whatsapp, instances
when their facebook accounts got them into trouble.
They reflected on how the social media has entered
their lives and the risks associated with it.
Bachpan ke ladke dost (Boys who were my childhood
friends) Strict restrictions are placed on mixing of girls
and boys when they are growing up in their teens.
There is a clear segregation. The girls spoke about boys
who were their friends in childhood and with whom
they played and the change that had come in their interactions while growing up.
Bemel dosti (mismatched friendship) They spoke about
what friendship means to them, and how certain kinds
of friendships are frowned upon in their locality, particularly between girls and boys, man and women,
younger and older person.
Chhatein (Terraces) For the young girls, rooftops offer
a breathing space in their everyday life in the neighbourhood. They wrote observation accounts of activities at a terrace, views from the terrace, terrace as a
social space for them and interesting episodes related
to terrace.
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Nishulk paani (Free water) The practitioners discussed
where all they get free water - taps and hand pumps
in their lanes, water taps/pots at public spaces; water
from streams, ponds and rivers in their villages. They
wrote stories around interactions at the sources, a day
without water, festivals without water.
Garibi se seekh (Learning from poverty) The idea behind the themes was to discover how in their neighborhoods there is lack of resources but not
helplessness. They began with writing texts on their
homes – particular corner or aspect of their home,
what they like about their homes, work done at home,
cleaning during festivals, home during a rainy evening,
gifts from their native places etc.
Ek ghar banta kaise hai (Making of a home) They gathered stories from people on: why they migrated to
the city, finding a place in the city, coming to their locality, the plan to make their home, the compromises
they make. They spoke to four people – two men and
two women, in the age group of 65 to 75 years. They
made a video recording of the interviews that showed
the way each person had narrated the story.
They read and discussed their texts within the collective with respect to details, styles, themes. They spoke
about their preferences while writing. Someone likes
solitude, another prefers to write amidst crowds and
noise. Someone likes to write around ideas, someone
is excited to write about the environment, someone
likes to play with language and someone enjoys writing from imagination etc.
They were involved in discussions on different aspects

Mera likha, maine chuna, Meri priya kahaniyan
(I write, I select, My favorite stories) by the older
practitioners of club, library and young women’s
collective
It is a difficult task to select favorite pieces from one’s
own writings. But when you put your writing in the
archive for some time and revive it after an interval,
then you become aware of its possibilities. The older
practitioners delved in to their repertoire of texts to
select three of their favorite pieces. The exercise created a context for them to revisit their texts and reflect
upon their journey of writing in terms of interest, content and style. They refined and gave shape to their selected texts. They wrote about the basis of their choice
and why they consider the piece special. The pieces
and rationales brought out the diversity of writers.
This process inspired the new practitioners to write
and gave them ideas about how and what to write.

of story writing that can strengthen their stories – where
do we get stories from, the importance of suspense-element in a story to sustain reader’s curiosity, writing in
the third person, combining reality and imagination,
making the ordinary interesting, changing names and locations, writing in the form of a letter, interrogating
one’s concepts and assumptions, from draft to a text,
and preparing a text for publication. They read stories
of authors like Munshi Premchand, Mannu Bhandari,
Dharamveer Bharti and Amritlal Nagar.

Mohalla Media Lab
The mohalla media lab invites young people to revisit
the locality and the city to produce naratives of ordinary
lives. It facilicates exploration of different forms of
media, especially digital, to circulate their writings and
works.
The practitioners wrote stories about everyday lives and
particular events in their neighborhood. They created
graphic stories around situations from their lives, and
created dialogues and illustrations.
They walked from one point of the neighborhood to
another and noted in detail the conversations they
heard. They then put together these conversations to
understand what are the concerns and matters of interest to people.
They cut out items from newspapers/magazines that
they could relate to their lives and surroundings. Each
one was asked to share something from their life, and
then record it on camera. Some spoke about their childhood memories, others spoke of future aspirations.
Themes of their exploration and research included -
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Ladkiyon ka shehr (City of girls) The practitioners spoke
to young women to find out how they visualise themselves in the city, and interviewed young women in different
work locations. Based on these interactions, they created
wall-painitngs.
Kaam per log (People at work) This was another key
theme of their research.
The book ‘Letters of two women‘, by well known author
Tasleema Nasreen was read and discussed in the collective. It explores the challenges women face in desiring and
making a space for themselves. Words and phrases that
expressed the character’s thinking, actions, feelings and
desires, motivations were marked and discussed.

Young Authors are Being Published
More and more young writters from the childrens and the
youth collectives of Ankur are contributing pieces to reputed
publications such as Chakmak children’s science magazine,
Hans literary magazine and Youth ki Awaz web portal.

Special Event in Children and Youth Programme
Environment Day was celebrated with the event Mohalle ke
bagwaan-anokhe aur sunder paudhon ki pradarshni (gardeners of
the locality - an exhibition of beautiful plants) - Practitioners
interviewed people who have plants in their homes, and
asked them to contribute plants for the exhibition. Each
plant had a card that carried the name of the plant and the
gardener. Small discarded glass bottles or clay pots were also
used for displaying some of the plants. The exhibition drew
a large number of visitors.
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Community Program
The community program strengthens the partnership with parents, builds on the social and
intellectual life on the community, maintains a
locality archive and supports community initiatives for better access to civic amenities and
government schemes.
Explorations with Parents
Parents‘ meetings were held at regular intervals to understand the expectations and feedbacks of parents and
engage them in dialogue on issues related their children.
At the meeting on ‘would they like to be young/children in this era´, most parents felt that there are better educational opportunities for children, they can
learn many new things and the environment is conductive to girls’ education. But they felt that the expansion of the city and its ever increasing traffic is very
risky for children to travel, and takes away their play
spaces. Children have pressures of school work, and
distractions such as television, mobile and social
media. The food today is not so healthy because of the
way it is grown, and the quality of air and water is bad
thus making them vulnerable to disease and illness.
Their comments reflected the challenges for childhood
in contemporary urban context.
At the meeting on ‘work and childhood‘ they discussed
about work they did at different stages of growing up.
Most women said that until the age of ten, there was
fun and play but after that they had to take care of siblings, do household chores and steal moments for
play. The situations for their children were only slightly
better. They had to participate in work, and contribute
to family incomes considering the economic hardships
the families face.

The meeting on ‘how safe are our children’ explored
questions such as - do they listen to children when
they are disturbed about an incident, do they talk to
them about touch that makes them uncomfortable,
how to create an environment that takes care of children, and present to them a positive world. Parents
understood the key message that they need to listen
to their children.
Small group meetings were held with parents on the
‘aspiration of today’s children and youth‘. The discussions touched upon on issues of communication
amongst parents and children, role of the school in
preparing them for life in the contemporaly scenarioer
. They shared about the occassions when their children had made them proud or surprised them.
Sharing of Creations of Children and Young People
Sharing their creations in the community gives children and young people an opportunity to know the responses of the people around them. They read out
their stories in their locality and in the nearby neighbourhoods, through events such as ‘apni kahani apno ke
beech’ (our stories amongst our own) and ‘kahani soti
nahi’ (the story does not sleep). They read pieces such
as ‘local bazaar’, ‘my father’s work as ear cleaner’, ‘my
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sister’s birthday’, ‘the winter night’. The reading sites included key locations such as park, community centre
and also sites such as hair cutting saloon, tea shop, temple, beauty parlor etc.
The people around were curious to know more about
what and how they write and appreciated the vivid descriptions in their texts. Some felt that reading in front of
others adds to a child’s confidence and if they do this in
school also, they will progress. Other children of the locality also shared their stories.
Practitioners read out their published writings, amongst
their families, neighbors and friends. These sessions
were held in the evenings, were anchored by some of
the practitioners, who introduced the texts and the writers to the audience. It made their family and neighborhood proud and motivated their friends also to express
themselves in writing.
A few readers of the locality were identified who
could critically engage with the texts of children and
young people. A local doctor, brothers, mothers and a
few others read the texts and gave them clues for further enrichment of their writing.

owner, medical assistant in a nursing home, travel
agent in a tour company, sales person at a mall, office
assistant at an e-commerce delivery centre.
There were shows for family members of the protagonists and the film-makers, youth at collectives and
coaching centres and mothers of children/young
people attending different collectives. The families and
mothers of the film-makers were pleasantly surprised.
Their earlier resentment at their daughters changed
into appreciation for their efforts. The protagonists remarked that the films give a glimpse of their journey,
and they have many more stories to share.
The youth at the collective commented that the young
working women tread a delicate line, balancing both
work and home. They noticed that the families were
supportive of their daughters. Some expressed that
once married, girls need the support of their husbands
to be able to continue their work.

A bioscope program in the neighbourhood showed
stories written by practitioners. Children and adults
thronged to see the show. Some of the adults were
reminded of the shows they had seen years back, as
in today’s times the bioscope is not so popular. They
felt that this was a novel bioscope show, it was around
stories written by children, unlike typical shows that
are around film songs.

At the coaching/training centres, the film sessions
were facilitated by one of Ankur’s past practitioners
who work there. The young viewers asked questions
about why the films were made and how the characters were chosen. Most girls echoed that so far girls
have been confined to homes but they are determined
to pursue their studies and take up work. Some said
that more such films should be made, to inspire young
people and to create awareness in the community.
Some remarked how girls take care of work both at
home and in their jobs, whereas boys tend to do only
jobs and don’t help at home.

The ‘Raahi-zindagi rozana‘ films made by practitioners
of youth collectives, on the theme of young women
going out to work in their city. The seven short films
were on the everyday life of these young travellers of
the city. The films were on young women working as
para banking agent, crowd arranger for films, pet shop

Women in the community appreciated the journey of
these young women. They recollected the challenges
they faced when they started going out to work and it
was a little easier now for girls to work. One of the
women shared how she was made to leave her job by
the family, just when she was due for a promotion.
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Engagement with Issues
Discussions were held in the community to understand people’s perspectives of the changes brought in
by the RTE Act 2009. Parents spoke about the problems they still face in government schools with respect
to admissions, welfare schemes linked to bank, treatment at school etc. They shared the challenges they
face in getting admission for their children in private
unaided schools under the 25% reservation for EWS.
They were supported on issues related to school admission, ladli scheme for the girl child, scholarships,
open school.
In one of the neighbourhoods, the problems faced by
the school, especially lack of teachers was discussed
at the PTA meeting at school. An application was written to the concerned authorities. Meeting was also
held with the local MLA to help solve this problem. An
incident in which a senior teacher at school had hit a
young girl after which she was scared to go to the
school was taken up with the concerned school. The
principal acknowledged the teachers’ mistake and the
girl resumed going to school.
Meetings were held with local pradhans for improvement of toilets. There was critical review of the initiative to make a septic tank in the neighborhood park.
People felt that it is more important to make existing
toilets functional rather than take away the play space
availbale to children. Images of garbage in the locality
were taken and sent to Delhi govt, using the mobile
app. This resulted in cleaning of the dump. Online applications were sent to authorities to address sewage
and water issues for they lead to conflict amongst
people and cause health problems. In collaboration
with other ngos tree plantation drives were conducted
in the community.
Dialogues were facilitated in families, around cases of
violence against woman. The Mahila mitra (friend of
women) from the local police-station, held meetings
with the women on how to approach police in cases
of domestic violence. A woman constable from the police station was also present in these sessions. A representative of Delhi Commission for Women also had
an interaction with women.

Contribution to Crticial
Pedagogy
The collaborations with schools, educational institutions and
organisations seek to promote child centred pedagogical
practice, emphasise children right to creativity and provoke
a new thinking on urban margins.

Collaboration with Schools
The stories in the school text books were taken up
through open-ended questions that helped children in
sharing their experiences in relation to the textbook
stories. There were speaking, listening, reading, writing sessions in the school. Discussion was held on mobile vendors (pheriwale) that come to their locality, and
stories related to them. Another theme of discussion
was favorite corners in school – such as water tank, balcony, kabbadi ground, staircase. They narrated stories
about why these were favorite corners. The children
made a list of games they play and their sites of play –
in school and in the locality. Play events were also held
in the school. Regular sports activities were done with
children to underline the right to play in the school.
The activity, Aa gayi kahani, kahani le lo (Here comes
the story, take the story) was conducted in the school,
as part of Republic day celebrations. A mobile cart
used by vegetable vendors was re-designed as a book
cart and circulated in the school. The practitioners of
Ankur collective introduced and narrated their stories,
sitting on the cart. Two baskets full of reading material
were placed on the cart and students were invited to
pick books from there. The students and teachers at the
school were excited to see this.
About ten stories from the school text books, were
read out by children of the learning collectives to their
peers in the school class room. The children and teachers commented that these sessions would help to
recreate stories. The teachers appreciated the way the
children read out the stories.
In one session, the children were asked what would they
do if they became the prime minister for a day – we shall
make vegetables cheaper, make sure there is clean water
in taps, plant more and more trees, and give livelihood
opportunities to all, so that children do not have to work,
put swings in the park, and make schools beautiful and
create play grounds for children to play. Just a little while
ago the school teacher was complaining that the children do not listen, they make noise but listening to their
responses she smiled and appreciated them
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The practitioners read their published stories in their
classrooms, and also their texts that were sequels to
text-book stories. Some of the students expressed that
they too wanted to write like that. One of the teachers
commented that the children can now write for
school text books.
A bookshelf was kept outside the school gate to catch
the attention of children coming out of school. They
stopped to browse through the books and picked up
something of their choice to read.
Practitioners of Ankur have carved an identity for
themselves in the school through their writings. They
have been instrumental in creating an understanding
of Ankur’s work, amongst the teachers. The school invited Ankur to conduct sessions with the students of
class XI. The idea was to create space for students to
explore and express. There was discussion with them
on do’s and don’ts imposed on young girls by family,
school, neighborhood and society at large. Through
role-plays they depicted the restrictions on them.
Some of them raised questions for instance - ‘it is not
written in any constitution that girls should do this and
not do that. Then why are there so many restrictions
on our dress, speech and movement?‘
One of the labs was used to hold a workshop with the
students, on ‘writing stories‘. Some wrote from imagination, and others picked stories from their experiences and surroundings. They designed posters that
creatively expressed their aspirations and perspectives. The teachers were impressed with their stories
and designs.
The students identified key words in school life –
marks, examination, good, wrong, failure, noise, pass,
copying, learning, play, friends etc. Each of these
words was then opened up for discussion to bring out
their thinking and experiences. For example while discussing the word learning, children shared what they le-

arnt from their peers and teachers at school. They identified other sites of learning apart from school, such as
bus stand, lanes, home, parks, centres and detailed what
they have learnt from each place. It brought out that
learning happens at multiple sites, and school is one of
them. The discussion on absenteeism led to sharing of
situations and circumstances under which they take
leave from school. The stories brought out the challenges of life in the neighborhood and also situations at
school that make them avoid school.
The senior school invited Ankur for a story telling session that can motivate the students before the exams.
The story ‘Poonam’ written by one of the practitioners
was read at the session. The story was about a girl
who lives in a jhuggi, and comes first in her class despite all odds. The principal sat at the back to listen to
the story, and recited a poem written by her at the
end of the session.

Collaboration with Educational Institutions
Sessions on Storytelling and children’s literature were
initiated with the new batch of students of Bachelor of
elementary education department, Miranda House
College, Delhi University. The focus of the sessions was
on ‘teacher as a storywriter‘. The teacher can be both
a storyteller as well as a storywriter. The trainees were
invited to create stories for children. A few of them
have been designed for further circulation.
Ankur participated in the national seminar on ‘Diversity and Democracy in Education’, held in Central Institute of Education, Delhi University. A team of two
practitioners from Ankur collective presented a storytelling performance. The audience included teachers,
teacher educators, teacher trainees, practitioners and
high school students. Replying to a question, the performers explained how at the collective they research
and write about the world around them and then cir-
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culate their writings in different forms such as kissagoi
performances, in their communities and elsewhere. A
display titled, ‘Children as authors (and teachers as editors) was put up at the conference, to showcase the
range of creative works of children and young people.
The performance and the display were appreciated as
concrete exmples of democratic pedagogical practice
brining out children’s voices and agency.
Ankur participated in deliberations of NCERT, on a nation wide campaign to promote reading.
Field work students from the Department of social
work, Delhi University and Jamia Milia Islamia were
placed at Ankur. A group of children from Ankur collective participated in the inter-agency sports and cultural meet at Jamia. They presented a song on the
activities they do at the centre and narrated a story
written by one of their peers.
Ankur collaborated on a research project on ‘Money
diaries’, with Departement of Anthropology, Leipzig
University. The focus was to find out why and how
people bank, when they bank and how banking relates
to space and movement. In-depth interviews with five
families were conducted to understand people’ experiences in using channels of formal finance institutions.
The aim of these interviews/dairies was to document
people’s experiences, hopes anddissappointments associated with approaching banks, using electronic
transfer, remitting money, waiting for money to arrive
in the account, saving and spending money.
Ankur collaborated with the World Learning/School for
International training, Jaipur. A student from United
States was placed at Ankur for her Independent Study
project. The focus of her study was to understand how
Education contribues to Sustainable development. She
observed the pedagogical practices of Ankur and their

impact on the youth and their families. One of the past
practitioners helped in Hindi English translation in
these interactions. In a session at the collective she
shared about socio-economic scenario, educational
context and gender situations in USA, China and India.
At the end of her study, she made a presentation at
Ankur on the theme of ‘Sustainable Development, Education and Ankur’.

Collaborations with
Children and Youth

Institutions

for

Collaborations with five different organisations have
been initiated. The focus is to generate more and more
voices of children and young people from the margins
and share child centred pedagogical practices.
Madrasa
At the Madrasa, the focus is on religious and academic
instruction. The children at the madrasa are mostly from
rural Bihar, and they reside and study there. Their routine is mainly centred around the madrasa, with limited
interactions in the surrounding neighborhood, Takiya
Kale Khan. The collaboration is trying to bring into dialogue the life of children in the village, in the neighbourhood and the madrasa, and enhance the dialogues
between the children and their istructors.
They spoke about their first day at Madrasa, the
friends they made, when they missed home, their
daily routine, free time, things that they learnt to do
on their own and the spaces where they play. They
spoke about how they spent their vacations in the village- ‘buying clothes for Eid at the village market´, ‘cuting fodder for buffaloes´, ‘watering the fields‘,
‘spending time with father´.
There were discussions with children on ‘Takiya Kale
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Khan‘ - its sights and sounds; the hustle bustle in the
lanes; the views of from the windows and terrace of
the madrasa; routines of men, women and children;
the works people do and the different types of shops
and stalls. When houses in one part of the neighborhood were demolished under government orders,
there was discussion with the children, on what they
were hearing. They spoke of the reactions of women,
men and children, and also how some women offered
help to those whose houses were demolished, by offering their space to keep their stuff.
Shelter for Homeless (Sky Foundation)
The Shelter for Homeless comes under Delhi Urban
Shelter Improvement Board, a government body and
is managed by NGOs. The partner SKY is supporting
children in areas of education, health and vocational
training. The founder is an alumni of Ankur. The children at the shelter live in tin sheds, with their families.
They go to school and work to add to family income.
The shelter is located in the heart of the city and offers
many exposures of city life to the children. The collaboration is trying to draw their multiple interactions and
experiences, giving them opportunities to explore
their surroundings. There is opportunity for interaction
with parents, and possibilities of involving them in activities.
The children explored the life in their shelter through
focusing on the sights and sounds at different times
of the day and in different seasons. They spoke of
their daily routines, and the routines of their mothers.
They made drawings of their favorite games. There
were discussions about episodes in the shelter – someone getting married, a birthday celebration, festival
celebration.
There were discussions on the theme of ‘Home‘ –
what makes a home, places where they have stayed
before coming to the shelter, difference between stay-

ing in a shelter and in a home. They made drawings of
homes of animals, and shared about how they make
their homes.
The theme of markets was taken up as the shelter is surrounded by different markets – the footpath bazaar, the
sunday bazaar, bakra mandi (the goat market), the automobile market, the lane bazaar. They spoke about the
scenes at these markets. They made a list of mobile vendors who visit the shelter and made their drawings. They
shared their stories related to these vendors. Interactions were held with a couple of vendors.
An exhibition event was held at the shelter, where children’s drawings and writings on different themes were
displayed on tin walls of the shelter and on charpoys
borrowed from some of the inmates. The colorful atmosphere drew children and adults and led to conversations about what the children were doing at centre.
Two women were invited to share their life stories at
the centre. Meetings were held with the mothers on
the issue of children’s safety at the shelter and with
the fathers on the theme of ‘childhood´.

Institution for the Blind
At the Institution for the Blind, a government aided
school, the children are from different states. They
have varying levels of visual impairment. They study
and reside in the same institute and follow a fixed routine. So, there aren’t many stories about events at
home, visits to market or travels. The collaboration is
helping them to get in touch with their experiences
both within the hostel and their life back home, in
their families and neighbourhood. It is attempting to
create more dialogue in classroom, for the instruction
here is very text book centric. The teachers are beginning to see this possibility.
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The children spoke about their first day at the hostel,
daily routine at the hostel, what they do at home during vacations. There were sessions on how they navigate the hostel, how do they reach the hostel
terrace, the playground, the balcony, the hostel room,
dormitory, dining hall, main gate, the temple, market,
doctor’s clinic. They shared how they identify places
through smells, sounds, texture and touch, and how
their friends and walking sticks help them.
They spoke about what they see, hear, feel with closed
eyes. They spoke about the images they associate
with different colors and how they formed those associations. They shared about the sounds and scenes
at – dormitory, dining space, classroom, playground.
They spoke about their dreams and wishes. They
wrote from imagination – what if I were a cloud, if I
were an umbrella etc.
The theme of how they navigate the city began with a
brief discussion about what makes a city. They associated the city with large area, historical places, pucca
roads, many vehicles, amenities, big hospitals and
schools etc. They shared their experiences of travelling
within the city.
A storytelling event, Meri Awaz hi Meri Pehchan hai (
My voice is my identity) was held in the school. One
by one the participating children got on to the decorated rickshaw, to read out the stories they had written. One of the collaborating teachers anchored the
program.
They have written their pieces in braille, some of their
pieces have been transcipted in Hindi.
Children‘s Home for Boys
The Children’s home is a child welfare institution under
the Women and Child Development Department, Delhi

Government. These children have come here under
difficult circumstances, making them very vulnerable.
They come from varied marginalised backgrounds,
from different states. They stay at the home and study
in neighborhood schools. They get opportunities for
sports, arts and cultural activities at the Home. The
residential institution gives protection to children and
structures their daily routine.
The collaboration is attempting to create opportunities
for articulation and reflection. The different spaces
and locations of the institutions are being activated,
through different practices.
Through the khel jalsa, they meet, the idea was to provide the children an independent platform and opportunity for exploring play in their lives. They played
many games, some familiar and some new. The conversations were around - childhood games, top 10
games, games played by oneself, in pairs and in groups,
any first experience related to sports, what promotes
and what hinders play, imagining oneself as objects of
play. Activities like writing, drawing, puppet show etc.
were done in different locations by creating an attractive atmosphere. They played games that helped understand team work and build group spirit. The Khel
Jalsa culminated in a poster exhibition based on their
creative works. A storytelling performance by Ankur,
was also held at the event.
Films such as Gattu, Nil Batte Sanatta and MS Dhoni
(on the life of the famous Indian cricketer) were shown
and discussed. After watching the films they discussed
the passion for the game, the obstacles he faced, the
support he received and his moments of victory. They
spoke about their future dreams and the challenges
they foresee.
There was discussion on the ‘special place/person/object‘. They shared what they thought – that which in-
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spires, that which we associate with pleasant memories, that which makes a difference in life. These could
be in their school, children’s home, neighborhood or
elsewhere. They narrated stories related to these places, people and objects.
Ladli Foundation
The Ladli Foundation is a community initiative that
provides skill building courses to young women to help
them make a better future. School or college going as
well as those working at home from surrounding
neighbourhoods come to the institute. They are enrolled in English and computer courses. Through the
collaboration the young women are finding a space
and opportunity for expression that is unavailable to
them both at home and the institute. It is adding to
the skill building program an element of reflection and
critical engagement and contributing to gender empowerment. It is facilitating interaction amongst young
women from different neighbourhoods and amongst
those who are working and those who aspire to work.
They wrote about their memories of school life – their
special corners for conversations, their friends and teachers etc. They spoke about their routines.
They discussed and wrote about how they see themselves three years from now, how will this course help
them and what could be the challenges and possible
gaps. ‘How you see yourself in the city’ was another
theme of exploration – the contexts/pretexts of venturing into the city, the challenges they face and how
do they handle them. News of the time led to discussion on issues of violence against women.
The session of the theme of ‘friendship‘ included discussion on secrets in friendship, issues of
dominance/submission, family member who is like a
friend, friends made through social media.They discussed about their first day in the kitchen, how they learnt

to cook, the dishes they make well, their favorite dishes, their interactions with their mothers in the kitchen and preparing meals for guests.
They made a list of words they hear that bother them‘you do not know how to do this‘, ‘you are always
wrong‘, ‘you are just like that‘. Usually words of sarcasm and fault-finding, that make them feel small.
Another theme was ‘the eyes around us’ – how they
are viewed or looked at by their neighbors, strangers.
Eyes that make them realize their gender.

Linkages with Organisations and Networks
Ankur took part in deliberations of the Delhi Chapter
of the Campaign against child labor (CACL) and contributed ideas on how to explore parents‘ perspectives
on child labor. A team of practitioners of Ankur collective took part in the National Seminar on ‘Child Labor’
organised by CACL in Delhi. The theme of the deliberations was the amendment to the child labor act and
its implications for children and their communities.
Another team participated in the workshop on ‘child
protection’ where they explored the issue of child
abuse through collage making and role-plays and
learnt about the Juvenile Justice Act. One team took
part in a workshop on ‘Sustainable Development
Goals’ in which youth from the states of Delhi,
Haryana, Uttarakhand and Rajasthan took part. Another team participated in the sports and cultural
event to mark the 25 years of UNCRC. They presented
‘dastangoi’ (story-telling) performances at the event.
Around the Women’s Day, Raahi film screening was organized in collaboration with the Kriti Film Club. There was
a lively interaction between the young women film-makers and professional film-makers from IAWRT (International association of women in radio and television), India
chapter. The effort of young women was lauded for its
content, tone and reflections. The booklet, ‘Banne se sanjone tak’ (from making to composing) that puts together
their experiences of making the films and the in-depth interviews with the protagonists was circulated at the event.
One of the facilitators made a presentation at the conference 'Traces of the Global: Displacement, Memory and
Cultural Citizenship' in the panel 'Displacement and Citizenship - Histories and Memories of Exclusion', orgnaised
by the School of Language, Literature and Culture Studies,
Jawaharlal Nehru University.
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